FOD SITREP: 1524UTC19DEC19 - Fight Oar Die crew mate John Fannin has reported that the team is extremely motivated to gain position as favorable weather is headed their way over the next few days. John has stated that the crew has agreed to change their rowing shifts to two hours per shift as opposed to the earlier three hour shifts. He states that over the last few days the three hour shifts have been brutal. Last night he said that an evening of broadside waves was a little rough on the team but they took it in stride. For safety they are harnessed in while on deck because the waves hit you like a linebacker when your not watching or can’t see because of it being night time. John has also reported that he and the team is ready to be interviewed by Joe Rogan while they are out there and that Joe should stop dilly dallying around. He also put in a pizza order of one large pepperoni pizza, and eight Whataburgers for the team while talking to FOD HQ. (Sorry John)

Luke's hands are fairly blistered up from the oars but he states he will be ok, the team has been treating them with antibiotic ointment and letting them breath when not on the oars.

Carl, keeps reminding the team to speak respectfully of the ocean and stop all the cursing. Hard to do with a bunch of salty military vets.

Many thanks to our Nautical Mile Sponsors for this iteration.